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The mathematical theory of games is quite old, at least if one considers the games 
of chance and the evaluation of the probability for a player to win and the famous 
problem of sharing the stakes between two players if the game is interrupted before 
the end. 
The famous book of 0. Morgenstern and J. von Neumann “Theory of Games 
and Economic Behaviour”, which appeared in 1944, was the starting point of the 
modern theory of games. It provided basic results or the existence of winning; 
strategies for finite two-person games (among which are many very popular games)., 
and it also stressed the importance of games as models of human activities in the 
realm of economics and, more generally, decision making. Game theory is an 
essential conceptual tool for management. The major problem is to determine which 
is the best move in a given situation since even if one knows ?.he existence of a 
winning move, this move can only be computed by exhaustive szarch in the tree of 
all possibilities for the game to go on. Very simple games give rise to trees that are 
so big that the search will never be possible, even if the spzed of computers is 
multiplied by 10” with very large fr. Thus various methods are studied to evaluate 
a situation and compute an optimal move with respect o this evaluation. 
Two different streams of research are both important and intellectually challeng- 
ing. One can be said purely mathematical, the evaluation of situations being made 
through a function (Grundy function) which one tries to compute explicitly. The 
other one is closely linked with the use of computers. It includes the definition of 
heuristics which can bring a player to make moves which are very close to the best 
winning one. Considerable and successful efforts have been devoted to propose and 
implement such heuristics which in many cases are good enough, for the computer 
programs win when opposed to a human player. 
In both cases, the mathematical theory of games is dificult and uses the most 
sophisticated tools in combinatorial theory and computer programming, and the 
algorithms developed to play games are among the most complicated cmes that can 
be considered. This may explain why the community of researchers in that field is 
not very large and is mainly composed of very bright people. 
Our journal ;r;4;esr~icab &~MU Ses’encc is extremely happy tc? open a new 
section dedica te d to mathematical games. The corresponding subset of the Editorial 
oard (see the preliminary pages of the contains several 
of the best well-known and most brilliant specialists, a 
ew section will 
e co unity of researchers 
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ts to a deep and challenging set of questions, and, 
theory lies on 
sciennces. 
